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Purpose
• Low-cost access to space is a substantial goal 
of “New Space” companies and start-ups
• Representative component and system level 
testing of rocketry components has been 
historically very expensive
• Smaller scale component testing can be 
performed by flight-testing hardware on 
smaller rockets
Avionics Bay Design
● Fully redundant datalogging and 
deployment computers
● Redundant GPS Transmitters on 
33cm and 70cm radio bands
● Data-logging system that monitors 
spin, barometric pressure and 
acceleration
Recovery System Design
● Drogue and Main Parachute
● Fireproof aramid recovery harness
● Forged Eye-bolt mounting
● Screw terminals for pyro charges
Experimental Payload 
● Reaction wheel to control the 
rocket’s roll
● Architecture:
○ gyro sensor -> control algorithm 
-> brushless DC motor
● Control system enables after motor 
burnout using software
sned
Airframe and Flight Simulation
● Software used: Openrocket, 
RasAero, AeroFinSim
● Max Velocity, Total Altitude, 
Deployment Events
● Weather and Baro conditions 
at launch site
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• Carbon fiber fin-can 
layup over 
individual fins
• Sheet count verified 
by equivalent 
thickness of CF in 
AerofinSim
Manufacturing
• Secondary layup 
spanning airframe body 
and fins reduces chance 
of fin flutter at maximum 
supersonic velocity.
Manufacturing




● Assembly and arming
Results and Conclusions
● Successful flight and airframe 
recovery 
● Data recovered and analyzed
● Payload recovered safely 
